The photoelectric effect has a sister process relevant in optoelectronics called internal photoemission [13] . Here an electron is photoemitted from a metal into a semiconductor [4, 5] . While the photoelectric effect takes place within less than 100 attoseconds (1 as = 10 −18 seconds) [6, 7] , the attosecond time scale has so far not been measured for internal photoemission. Based on the new method CHArge transfer time MEasurement via Laser pulse duration-dependent saturation fluEnce determinatiON CHAMELEON , we show that the atomically thin semi-metal graphene coupled to bulk silicon carbide, forming a Schottky junction, allows charge transfer times as fast as (300±200) attoseconds. These results are supported by a simple quantum mechanical model simulation. With the obtained cut-off bandwidth of 3.3 PHz (1 PHz = 10 15 Hz) for the charge transfer rate, this semimetalsemiconductor interface represents a functional solid-state interface offering the speed and design space required for future light-wave signal processing.
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The transfer of charge via internal photoemission at a solid-state interface is a fundamental process with direct relevance in ultrafast optoelectronics [24] and the transduction of light to chemical or electrical energy in light-harvesting [811] . Various solid state-based interfaces have been investigated to study the ultimate speed of this fundamental process using optical methods [2, 3, 12, 13] . Time constants for the charge transfer in the attosecond domain (∼100 as) have so far only been observed in photoemission from metal surfaces or atoms into vacuum [6, 7, 14] or from atoms/molecules to metals [1517]; part of these experiments infer the charge transfer rates based on the uncertainty principle [12, 18] . Similarly, excited charges may oscillate within a molecule from one part of the molecule to another within hundreds of attoseconds [10] . In stark contrast, in materials relevant for fast electronics, such as layered heterostructures with atomically sharp interfaces, the hitherto fastest charge transfer time reported was about 7 fs * E-mail: christian.heide@fau.de † E-mail: peter.hommelhoff@fau.de in a grapheneboron nitridegraphene layered heterostructures [12] . Achieving faster time scales has proven impossible so far because of the formation of excitons, which are bound states of the photo-generated electron-hole pair [2, 8] , or quantum mechanical backreflection [10] , taking precedence over charge separation. The ideal system to achieve attosecond-fast charge separation at a solid-state interface resembles the photoelectric effect, so external photoemission from a metal into vacuum [6, 7] : It is strongly asymmetric with only one side optically absorbing; it has an atomically sharp interface, reducing the electron transfer distance; in addition to its external counterpart it has a strong built-in electric field that promotes fast transfer of electrons into the electronabsorbing half-space, i.e., the acceptor material. Electron absorption at such an extended acceptor might preserve electronic coherence but hinders the carrier wavefunction to sling back to the donor material [2, 3, 8, 10] .
The 2D semimetal graphene grown epitaxially on the wide-bandgap semiconductor 4H silicon carbide (SiC) represents such an ideal system ( Fig. 1a , [5] ). With a SiC bandgap of 3.2 eV and a photon energy ranging from 1.3 eV to 2.0 eV, electrons are excited from the valence (VB) to the conduction band (CB) in graphene, when this metal-dielectric interface known as a Schottky junction, is illuminated by ultrashort laser pulses. Facing a barrier height of Φ B = 0.8 eV, most excited electrons can directly overcome the energy barrier and generate an interlayer photocurrent (Figs. 1b, 1c) . In contrast to van-der-Waals heterostructures [12, 19] , the 2D-3D material system with a Schottky barrier used here provides a strong built-in electric field, supporting ultrafast charge transfer. We note that an interface consisting of one material (here 2D graphene) coupled to a different material (here 3D SiC) allows direct charge transport measurements, which is different from charge transfer from a metal surface coupled to bulk [20] . We introduce a surprisingly powerful method to measure the attosecond fast charge transfer time: charge transfer time measurement via laser pulse duration-dependent saturation fluence determination CHAMELEON. CHAMELEON is based on saturable absorption in graphene and the resulting saturation of the photocurrent [2123]. Absorption saturates when electrons are excited from the valence into the conduction band at a rate that results in the valence (conduction) band states being substantially emptied (filled). The depopulation of occupied conduc-arXiv:2001.02989v1 [physics.app-ph] 9 Jan 2020 FIG. 1. Experimental configuration and photocurrent generation mechanisms. a, Monolayer graphene on ndoped 4H silicon carbide (n-SiC): a one-atom-thin (semi-) metallic layer coupled to a volume semiconductor. This peculiar 2D3D material combination enables attosecond charge transfer times. We measure the photocurrent from graphene to SiC resulting from illumination with femtosecond laser pulses. b, c, Sketch of the electronic band structure of graphene in k-space representation (left) and band alignment of graphene on n-SiC in real-space representation (right). The Fermienergy is labeled as EF and the bottom of the conduction band edge in SiC as EC. b, 1-photon and 2-photon absorption excite electrons in graphene. c, Excited electrons relax via two mechanisms: electrons can proceed over the Schottky barrier ΦB into SiC within the charge transfer time τCT, called prompt internal photoemission (PIPE or 2P-PIPE), or relax intrinsically towards a Fermi-Dirac distribution, with a time constant τint. Optical absorption is saturated (indicated by the crossed-out excitation arrows) when the excited states are fully populated (or the initial states depopulated). When the charge transfer becomes attosecond fast, time-energy uncertainty demands broadening of the energy bands, which we indicate by the grey shading. The SiC valence band is not visible in these graphs because its energy lies below the plotting range.
tion band states takes place via two channels: charge transfer from graphene to SiC with a time constant τ CT or via intrinsic depopulation within graphene with a time constant of τ int (Fig. 1b, 1c ). Whereas the first process strongly depends on the electric field at the interface, the latter relies on electronelectron scattering with a time constant τ ee ∼ (13-80) fs [2426] , and electron-phonon and phonon-phonon scattering with a time constant of τ cool ∼ (0.7 3) ps [26, 27] . Hence, the competition between the excitation rate and both empty VB state replenishment and population decay of CB states determines the saturation laser fluence F s , at which saturation is reached. Note that τ CT does not include the time scale associated with the electronic excitation. Thus Chameleon differs from streaking7 or attoclock measurements [1517] , which are typically pump-probe measurements including the electronic excitation. In the experiment, we illuminate the graphene-SiC interface with femtosecond laser pulses with a center photon energy of 1.5 eV, a repetition rate of 80 MHz and a Fourier-limited pulse duration of 6 fs focused to a spot with 1.5 µm radius. We measure the photocurrent J through the interface for various applied bias voltages V B . Increasing the reverse bias voltage results in an increase of the built-in electric field and a faster charge transfer time (Extended Data Fig. 1 ). The excited electrons can go over or tunnel through the energy barrier within τ CT , a process called prompt internal photoemission [PIPE or 2-photon PIPE (2PPIPE), Figs. 1b] . Alternatively, the electrons may thermalize towards a Fermi-Dirac distribution via electron-electron and electron-phonon scattering. Its high energy tail contributes a photo-thermionic current (PTI) component to J [12] . We have developed a model based on rate equations to treat PIPE combined with a two-temperature model for graphene to cover PTI [28] . Importantly, PIPE scales linearly with laser fluence, whereas PTI scales superlinearly [12, 29] . Due to the different scaling laws, we can disentangle PIPE and PTI, determine F s and attain the charge transfer time as a function of bias voltage. The model is discussed in detail in the SI. Figure 2a shows two example photocurrent measurements as a function of F: blue data points for zero bias voltage and red points for V B = -6 V. Below F ∼ 0.4 mJ/cm 2 , the photocurrent J scales nearly linearly with F in both cases and can, therefore, be attributed to PIPE. With increasing laser fluence, J deviates from linear scaling, in subtle and different ways for the two measurements. To highlight these deviations and differences, we plot the efficiency, defined as J divided by the average laser power P, in Figs. 2b and 2c on a logarithmic scale in F for the two cases. The data are fitted to the sum of PIPE and PTI by employing the model outlined in SI. The two contributions to the photocurrent are also plotted individually in the figures. The variation in the efficiency J/P with fluence is the result of both processes with different weights and different saturation fluences. For V B = 0 (Fig. 2b ) the PTI contribution serves to slightly enhance J/P before it drops off, and from the fit we obtain F s = 1.1 mJ/cm 2 (black dot). For V B =-6 V (Fig. 2c) , PTI leads to a substantial maximum in efficiency around 1 mJ/cm 2 before it drops off at higher fluences. Here the saturation fluence rises to F s = 2.3 mJ/cm 2 . The model fit attributes this behaviour to the superposition of PIPE and PTI contributions, which both saturate at the same laser fluence of F s = 2.3 mJ/cm 2 . This indicates that their common origin is the saturation of the 1-photon absorption channel. For even higher laser fluences, both data sets exhibit a second superlinear, nonsaturated contribution, which results from prompt internal 2-photon emission (2P-PIPE, black curve in Figs. 2b,  2c ). The solid lines through the data points in Fig. 2 are the result of model simulations, which show excellent quantitative agreement with the experiment. For this reason, we trust the simulation to yield proper Fs values, which we use to analyse larger data sets (i.e. Extended Data Fig. 2) .
The key to extracting charge transfer times is the dependence of the saturation fluence F s on the laser pulse durationτ P . When the pulse duration is increased, charge transfer during the pulse interaction counters the saturation of absorption, resulting in a larger F s . Hence, we varyτ P from 6 fs to 42 fs and extract F s for different V B . We controlτ P by varying the amount of dispersive transparent material in the beam path, the group delay dispersion (GDD). As shown in Extended Data Fig. 2 , Fs shifts to larger values for increased V B andτ P (black dots). This increase in F s is expected when the laser pulse duration exceeds the charge transfer time. Figure  3a shows the extracted F s as a function of VB andτ P . For V B = 0.1 V, F s hardly depends onτ P up to 40 fs, indicating that the population decay time is longer thanτ P . When the reverse bias voltage is increased, F s becomes strongly affected by the pulse duration, indicating that τ CT is reduced to around and belowτ P . From the model fit, we obtain a charge transfer time of (210±80) fs for V B = 0.1 V, which steeply depends on V B : for V B = -0.1 V we observe τ CT = (25±17) fs, and (8±4) fs for V B = -0.3 V. Strikingly, for V B = -4 V, we measure τ CT = (613±380) as, and for the maximum applied reverse bias voltage of V B = -6 V τ CT = (292±210) as. The confidence map in τ CT τ int space for V B = -6 V (Fig. 3b) shows that the charge transfer occurs on a timescale of τ CT = (300±200) as, implying that this value not just represents an upper bound. An even shorter τ CT would lead to a larger F s , which would be observable with our setup. The value for the intrinsic time constant τ int = (73±11) fs so obtained lies well within the range reported in the literature [24, 25] . Figure 3c shows the charge transfer times as a function of bias voltage. The data displays two regimes: For large reverse bias voltages (∼ 1 6V), the observed charge transfer time is nearly constant in the sub-femtosecond rangeand governed by electrons directly overcoming the potential barrier. For small reverse bias voltages, the charge transfer time rises steeply up to 200 fs and strongly depends on the applied voltage, which likely originates from space-charge effects hampering an efficient charge transfer. We have also investigated the charge transfer by a simple time-dependent Schrdinger equation (TDSE) model calculation: Graphene is represented by a potential well confining the initial wavefunction such that its width matches the atomic thickness of graphene (3.2Å, see inset in Fig. 3c ). The laser excitation is modelled by choosing a proper starting condition for the subsequent coherent electron dynamics, while the SiC bulk is represented by a sufficiently large continuum with the Schottky barrier potential for the conduction band electrons (see Supplementary information for details). From this model, we obtain a charge transfer time of 580 as for -6V, which matches the classical results fairly well given the simplistic nature of our model. The charge transfer follows an exponential decay rate (see SI), indicating the validity of our rate equation model. Given the quantum nature of the TDSE model, the uncertainty relation is automatically fulfilled. We note that the extremely fast charge transfer time originates from the initial strong lo- calization of the electron wave packet to one atomic layer (graphene) coupled to a quasi-continuum (SiC). For small V B , the quantum mechanical model results (gray band in Fig. 3c ) clearly deviate from the single-particle TDSE approach because space charge effects (multi-electron effects) are not included in this one-electron model. Our results, combined with the fast-growing toolbox of lightfield-based electron control inside matter [1, 3033] , offer new perspectives for applications and fundamental questions alike: For future petahertz electronics [1] , our work represents the first passive functional element, a Schottky junction with an intrinsic bandwidth of 3.3 PHz, which could facilitate the driving of electrons across this junction using waveform controlled optical fields. The full control over the charge transfer time in this model system might help to understand quantum coherence-enhanced light-harvesting in complex bio molecules and molecular blends [9, 11] . Thus the portfolio of systems with attosec-ond charge transfer times, which already includes photoemission into vacuum [6, 7] and charge transfer within small molecules [10] , is now complemented by a robust and widely designable device and a detection scheme.
